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About this Manual
FIH Hockey Academy is Hockey’s Training and Education programme. The
Academy provides a simplified education structure and resource that empower
nations and continents to develop coaches, officials and managers from grass roots
through to an elite level.
This manual has been developed as a support resource for educators and trainee
coaches participating in FIH Hockey Academy Coaching programmes. Whilst
specifically targeted at the Coaching award modules it is also relevant to all other
programmes
This manual addresses the fundamentals of playing hockey. It should be used in
conjunction with online resources available from the FIH Hockey Academy Learning
Platform.
For more information about the FIH Hockey Academy programmes please visit
hockeyacademy.fih.ch
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Hockey Revolution
WELCOME TO THE HOCKEY REVOLUTION, OUR STRATEGY FOR 2014-2024!
Launched at the FIH Congress in 2014, the Hockey Revolution has sparked a new era in hockey worldwide. We have
shifted gear and are making a step change – faster and further than at any time in our proud 90-year history! Our
purpose is to raise the global status and popularity of hockey. Our strategy is designed to unite the hockey community
as we need support from the whole hockey family to reach our ambition - a global game that inspires the next
generation.

For more about our key goals and major initiatives, please go to the Hockey Revolution website at
http://www.fih.ch/inside-fih/our-strategy
The FIH recognises that in order to make international hockey events successful and sustainable, and to achieve its
strategic objectives, there is a need to invest in educational initiatives to professionally develop and empower a global
workforce of Coaches, Officials and Managers.
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1. Hockey Philosophy
Education

“Train the way you want to Play”
The coach facilitates the type & level of the training. The player determines the level & intensity.
So we need to educate our coaches and players!

Philosophy
Which players at a world-class level make the difference? Which players do we recognise as talented when
they are playing 5 a side? It is the skilful players, the ball wizards that can make a difference in a game.
Yet, what do we do with them? We immediately start restricting them with traditional coaching methods,
instead of educating them and empowering them to better individual players.
Hockey is the most difficult individual sport! The technical and tactical skill set we demand of our players is
significantly higher than nearly all other team sports, and many individual sports.
Instead of nurturing their individual talent, traditional coaching in hockey has over emphasised the needs of
the team and has focused on positional and tactical structures, stifling creativity and ultimately producing
average players.
A player on the ball can make more than one decision. Dribbling, engaging a 1v1, OR pass.They need to
learn to what and when is the best decision.
Young players need to learn individual skills, motor skills and athletic skills before they can apply them
effectively in a game situation. That does not mean dont play games, on the contrary, everything shoud be
game-like, but the focus will change as players develop.
The ideal cycle is:
Individual player - Team player - Top player

Skills and Game environment come first - tactics come later
Often we see young players struggle with their technique.
Big tournaments show many moments where international players struggle with their technique, not being
able to properly hit or sweep hit.
High quality technical education is a key fundamental to developing a top hockey player.
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GRIPS
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2. Grips

Effective Hockey skills start with a correct grip.
In a golf lesson the pro will demonstrate the various grips that are used to execute the different
shots. The same is true with tennis, cricket, baseball, lacrosse, and almost and raquet, bat or stick
sport. Hockey is all of these and more. Hockey is complex, it is not just a stick and ball game, it is
an team invasion game too.
Through game play, some young players will organically discover techniques to apply situationally
effective skills. Many young players will struggle to ever find a consistently effective outcome for
many skills without the proper guidance of a good technical coach. An incorrect grip will often
result in a bad execution of a skill.
As soon as a player starts to make decisions, they are essentially learning tactics. Having a strong
technical base will increase the number of options a player has and therefore the number of
potential successful decisions they can make.
An incorrect grip will lead to inconsistent skills and to limited tactical options.
This chapter will introduce the fundamental grips of hockey, the skills for which they should be
used and the importance of changing grip as the skill changes.

The Fundamental Grips of Hockey

• Basic Grip
• Double V Grip
• One Handed Grip
• Open Face Grip
• Pancake Grip
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Basic Grip
This grip is used to execute most basic skills
like dribbling and receiving.
The Basic Grip can be easily checked when
players perform an Indian Dribble or use a
backhand to change direction.
Left hand
Backhand grip (‘You can see your watch’)
The V between thumb and index finger
along the back of the stick and at the top of
the handle. (See image)
All fingers firm around the stick, including
the thumb.
Right hand
'Shake hands' grip, all fingers around the
stick.
Right index finger along the stick.
This hand is loose when the stick turns.
Both hands
Separated, towards the top and base of the
handle.
Skills:
Receiving - dribbling - Indian Dribble - push rebounds - reverse
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The basic grip: Luciana Aymar

Common errors with the Basic Grip

Left hand:
Thumb on the stick

Index finger on the stick

Right hand:
Thumb on the stick

Index finger around the stick
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V in the front

Double V Grip
Left hand
V-Grip, the V between thumb and index
finger down the inside edge of the stick
(see image)
Hand at top of the handle
All fingers firm around the stick
Right hand
V-Grip, all fingers around the stick
The ‘V’ between thumb and index finger
just to the right of the tip
Both hands
Together to work as a unit, hands together
Skills:
Long hit - sweep hit
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One Handed Grip
One Handed Dribble
Tip of the stick is DOWN
Left hand
Tip of the stick points down
V-Grip on top of the stick
All fingers firmly around the stick
The V between thumb and index finger along
the outside edge of the stick (see image)
Skills
One handed dribble - Steal
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One Handed Block - Backhand
Left hand
Tip of the stick points DOWN
V-Grip on top of the stick
All fingers firmly around the stick
The V between thumb and index finger
along the outside edge of the stick
(See image)
Skills
One handed Block tackle

One Handed Block - Forehand
Left hand
Tip of the stick points UP
V-Grip on top of the stick
All fingers firmly around the stick
The V between thumb and index finger
along the inside edge of the stick (see
image)
Skills
One-handed Block tackle
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One Handed Shave Tackle
Left hand
Open stick face
The V between thumb and index
finger along the front face of the stick
V-Grip on top of the stick (see image)
All fingers firmly around the stick
Skills
Shave - Jab
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Open Face Grip
Left hand
V-Grip on top of the stick
All fingers firmly around the stick
The V between thumb and index finger
along the front face of the stick (see
image)
Right hand
All fingers around the stick
Both hands
Separated, about two hands in between
Skills
Backhand slide
Blow - Scoop
Keep the ball in the air
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Pancake Grip
(aka Frying Pan Grip)
Left hand
V-Grip on top of the stick
All fingers firmly around the stick
The V between thumb and index finger
along the front face of the stick (see
image)
Right hand
All fingers around the stick, the V is also
along the front face of the stick
Both hands
Linked together, working as one unit
Skills
Low backhand shot
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Changing Grips - Grip Management
It is important to note that the left hand grip changes between different skills.
Many errors occur where players do not change grips correctly. This can result in the stick being too open
or too closed when executing the next skill.
Especially at young ages the grip in general and the correct change of grips need continuous
reinforcement.
There are many moments when the grip changes.
Most of the time the right hand is used to hold the stick while the left hand changes grip. After the left hand
has changed the right hand follows. For example, to order to change from Basic Grip into Double V Grip:
Basic Grip
Hands apart
Right hand ‘shake hands’ grip
Left hand all fingers around the stick
V is along the back of the stick
To change into Double V Grip:
Hold the stick with the right hand
Turn the left hand anti clockwise until the V is along the inside edge of the stick
Then link the right hand up with the left hand.
E.g. After playing a sweep pass the player changes to the Basic Grip to be able to receive the ball again:
The right hand goes down the stick again, into shake hands grip
The left hand then turns clockwise again until along the back of the stick.
This change of grips is a continuous process and players and coaches should be aware of this. Young
players should be coached and corrected until they have a full understanding of the importance of changing
grips and using the correct grip with each skill.
Three examples follow:
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Basic Grip > Double V Grip
This is the most common grip change as it is the change from all basic skills such as dribbling and
receiving into using the sweep or hit for passing.
This also is the grip change that leads to most technical errors.
In the Basic Grip, the left hand is along the back of the stick, while in the Double V Grip the left hand is
along the inside edge of the stick. Players often forget to change their left hand grip so the left hand is still
somewhere halfway between the back and tip of the stick. This results in the stick being ‘closed’ (the tip of
the stick still faces slightly forward instead of being straight up).
The stick will be closed at the moment of impact (sweep or hit) resulting in the ball bouncing or going to the
left.
The second problem in changing from Basic Grip to Double V
Grip is that with the Basic Grip the hands are apart and with the
Double V Grip the hands should be together to be able to
work as a unit.
A common error is to show a gap between the hands when
sweeping or hitting the ball. This results in poor cooperation
between both hands, and less wrist action, resulting in lower
stick head speed and thus less ball speed.

Dribbling, Push, Receive
Basic Grip

Sweep, Hit
Double V Grip
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Basic Grip > Pancake Grip
To play a low backhand hit (Tomahawk) a player needs to change grips from Basic Grip (dribbling) into the
Pancake Grip. The shortest way and best way to prepare your stick for the hit is to turn the stick clockwise
‘underneath’ the ball.
This change of grips can also sometimes result in both hands not coming together.

Hands apart

Hands together
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Open Face Grip > Backhand Grip
A third example of grip change is from Open Face Grip into Backhand Grip.
For 1v1 defence we use the Open Face Grip with the open stick blade. This is the so-called ‘neutral’ stick
position. From this position a defender can quickly change into several defensive skills.
From Open Face Grip into One Handed block tackle left of the body (Stick is in the left hand with the tip of
the stick pointing down) or in front of the body (Stick is in the left hand with the tip of the stick pointing up).
Again the right hand is used to hold the stick while the left hand changes. Once the left hand is in position,
the right hand follows.
Also, from a 1 handed Open face Grip (left hand, stick face up) when using the jab or shave, by turning the
left wrist the tip of the stick can be turned down for a Steal or 1 Hand Block tackle.
Neutral defensive stick position

Backhand Block Tackle
Low Backhand Receiving

Pancake Grip

Backhand Grip

Dribbling, Push, Receiving

Low Backhand Hit, Backhand Slider, Neutral 1v1 position
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Basic Grip > Open Face Grip
To change into the ‘neutral’ position for playing a defensive 1V1`s the grip changes from Basic grip to
Pancake Grip. The stick is turned clockwise until the face of the stick is up. Hands are still apart, the same
as in the Basic Grip.

Neutral Defensive Stick Position

Backhand Block Tackle
Low Backhand Receiving
Pancake Grip

Basic Grip
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SKILLS
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3. Skills
Skills are the basis for tactical behaviour.
Players first need to learn the skills for controlling a 1V1 situation.
Players need to be able to take a decision based upon the game circumstances. They need to be
able to react and anticipate on changing field situations. Whether the choice is dribbling or
engaging the 1V1 or passing, they all require very good on the ball skills.
We made a selection of the most important basic skills.
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Moving with the Ball - Dribbling
Forehand Full
contact dribble
Players dribbling with the ball should be
encouraged to dribble with full stick-ball
contact. This way they will eventually
learn, while dribbling, to look ahead of
the ball.
Many players will use taps, but each tap
will force them to look at the ball and
they are unlikely to develop good vision.
The image shows Naomi van As with
good vision, looking for a passing
option. Especially in close space, it is
essential to keep stick-ball contact to be
able to react instantly to pressure or a
changing game situation.
Taking the stick off the ball will also
enable opponents to steal the ball.
Grip
Basic grip
Body
Slightly bent
Arms are free from the body
Stick
Ball contact
Stick angle 45º
Ball
In front of the right foot
Full contact

Clip 9
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Forehand Power dribble 1
A dribbles to B using the forehand with full ball contact. B receives the ball and dribbles to C etc.
Attention points
Variation

Full speed running
Develop vision (look up while dribbling)
A pushes the ball to B halfway the dribble
Push precisely to the forehand of B!

Forehand Power dribble 2
A dribbles to B using the forehand with full ball contact. Halfway A pushes to B
Attention points
Variation

Full speed running
Keep moving the feet forward while playing the push
Push from the right and the left foot
Bring the ball with the backhand to the right before passing
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Power dribble 3
A dribbles through the gate to B. A uses the backhand to move through the gate. After leaving the gate A
pushes to B. Then B to C.
Attention points

Full speed running
When in de forehand the ball is in full contact, no taps
Before playing the push, first control the ball in the forehand
Push from the right and the left foot
Push precisely in the forehand of B

Variation

Use a double forehand action to bring the ball to the right

Power dribble 4
Start as above. C receives guiding the ball around the cone. C dribbles towards the circle and scores.
Attention points

Full speed running
Precision passing
Forehand full ball contact

Variation

C plays to a player on the circle who scores
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Indian Dribble
The Indian Dribble is used to bring the ball from
forehand to backhand and vice versa.
Many young players will re-grip their left hand in
order to be able to play the ball with the backhand.
A well executed Indian Dribble will be played from
one grip only.
Develop a quick left wrist action!
The left hand turns the stick, where the right hand
steers the stick.
The running rhythm needs to be independent from
the stick rhythm. Experienced players will develop
an A-rhythmic Indian Dribble.
Grip
Basic Grip
The left hand turns the stick
The right hand steers the stick
Body
Slightly bent
Arms are free from the body
Stick
Keep the stick close to the ball
Stick angle 45º
Ball
In front of the right foot
Full contact

Clip 10
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Indian dribble TEST
Two players. A puts the stick on the pitch. For one minute B makes an Indian Dribble . A keeps the score.
Each length is one point. Only stick length counts. Change after one minute.
Attention points

Use Basic Grip
Turn the stick from the left wrist

Mine Field
A pushes to B, B pushes to C. C dribbles through the minefield using forehand and backhand. Next ball
from B goes to D. Rotate behind your pass.
Attention points

Precision passing
High speed dribbling without touching the cones
Change grip after minefield for forehand or backhand shot
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Eccentric Dribble
Player dribbles through the cones. The ball passes left of the cone, the player passes on the right. At the
next cone the player passes left and the ball passes at the tight side.
Attention points

Pay attention to the proper use of the left wrist
Players are not allowed to touch the cones
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One Handed dribble
The advantage of 1 Hand dribbling is the player can stay
more upright and therefore run faster.
The second advantage is the player on the ball will be
able to protect the ball better by placing the body
between ball and opponent.
Third, the ball is further away for the opponent to reach.
On the left side of the pitch the ball will be carried 1
handed in the left hand (tip down)
On the right side of the pitch the ball may be carried 1
handed in the right hand (tip up, image below)
Grip
One handed Grip (tip down)
Body
Slightly bent
Arms are free from the body
Place the body between ball and opponent
Stick
Taps or full ball contact
Stick angle 65º
Ball
Outside the left foot
Perfect example of 1 Handed forehand
Stick is in the left hand
Tip of the stick is up
Full ball contact
Advantages are the player can develop more running
speed and has a better vision over the field
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One Handed Backhand Dribble
A plays to B
B receives while A starts to put B under pressure
A brings the ball outside the left foot and re-grips from Basic Grip
To One handed Grip dribbling the ball in one hand (tip of the stick is down)
A scores with the low backhand
A puts pressure on the dribble
Attention points

Variation

B receives forehand (Basic Grip)
Grip changes from Basic Grip to 1 Handed backhand grip (left hand)
Place the body between ball and defender
Re-grip again for the low backhand shot on goal (Pancake Grip)

While dribbling B looks for space inside
If A stays behind too much B can cut inside in front of A
If A defends too much in front of B, B can cut inside behind A
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Forehand Reverse
A reverse dribble is used to move away from
pressure, while a quick reverse can also be
used in a 1V1 situation to beat an opponent.
A reverse can be done with both forehand
and backhand and is an easy skill to change
direction when carrying the ball.
Grip
Basic Grip
Body
Bend the knees to be able to make a quick
turn
Arms are free from the body
Make a wide turn and keep moving
Stick
Stick angle 65º
Ball
In front of the body (to keep vision)
Full ball contact
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Defensive forehand Reverse
A plays to B, B plays to C who receives in the forehand and towards the sideline, A puts pressure on C, B
takes the guard position behind C, C uses the forehand reverse and plays back to B
Attention points

Precision passing from B to C into the feet (Forehand)
A closes down C, neutral grip, pressure the ball, ready to jab or steal the ball from C

Variation

C chooses between the forehand reverse or, if A gives the space, dribbles inside A
and through gate 1

Offensive forehand Reverse
A plays to B, B plays to C, C dribbles towards the circle with A trying to win the ball. A leaves space inside
with C making a reverse ending with the face towards the goal and scores
Attention points

Focus on quick foot- and stick work
After the reverse a quick grip change is required for shooting at goal (From Basic to
Double V for forehand Hit)

Variation

If A gives space on the forehand side C enters and scores with low backhand
Change the starting point and angle of attack of C
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Moving with the Ball - 1v1
Drag
As with the Indian Dribble, players should be able to
use the drag independent from the running action.
Unlike the Dummy, where the player steps sideways
together with the stick action, the Drag is a stick
action only.
Running path for the forehand drag is slightly left of
the ball, for the backhand drag is it right from the ball
Grip
Basic Grip
Body
Basic body position
Action
Make a fake pass to the right
Then drag the ball from outside your right shoulder to
the backhand controlling the ball outside the left
shoulder.
Full ball contact throughout the action
Stick
Stick angle 65º
Ball
Full ball contact
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Forehand Drag
A and B dribble at the same moment in each others direction. Both players use the forehand drag to the left
and continue to the opposite cone
Variation

Forehand Drag

The same exercise with the backhand Drag
After playing the drag make a reverse and return to your own cone

A dribbles through the red gates
Play the forehand Drag at each gate while moving the ball outside the yellow cone
and controlling it with one hand only, while the player follows the grey running line.
Then after the gate pull the ball back to the forehand and repeat the action at the
next gate. Then score.

Attention

Use the Basic grip for the forehand Drag
Then the one handed grip for backhand controlling the ball
Bring the ball back to the forehand using the Basic grip again
Before shooting on goal change the grip back to Double V grip

Variation

Practice from different angles to the circle
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Forehand Drag + Backhand Drag
A plays to B, B plays to C who receives in the forehand, C plays the forehand Drag at each gate, .D plays
the backhand Drag at each gate.
Attention points

Make a pass fake at each gate
With the Forehand drag (left part of the exercise) the player moves slightly left from
the ball carrying the ball outside the right shoulder and then drag the ball with the
Forehand in front of the feet all the way to the backhand and outside the left shoulder
With the Backhand drag (right part of the exercise) the player moves slightly right
from the ball, carrying the ball outside the left shoulder and then drags the ball with
the backhand in front of the feet all the way to the Forehand and outside the right
shoulder

Variation

Also practice using one hand to control the ball in the backhand after playing the
Forehand Drag (to the left, see image below)
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Lift
To create an extra player from a 1V1, players
need to be very creative and, next to their on the
pitch skills, need to develop aerial skills too.
The first and simplest skill to learn is the lift. The
lift can be played from forehand and backhand
and should be executed without first stopping the
ball.
The best way to lift a rolling ball is to be slightly
‘outside’ the ball so it rolls easily on your stick
On water based pitches the lift can be followed by
a bounce dribble.
Grip
Basic Grip
The left hand turns the stick
The right hand steers the stick
Body
Slightly bent
Arms are free from the body
Stick
Keep the stick close to the ball
Stick angle 45º
Ball
In front of the right foot
Full contact
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Backhand Lift
Attacker dribbles around the cone and changes direction to play the backhand lift through the gate.
Continue to the next gate and use the backhand lift again. Attacker scores with the forehand hit.
Attention points

Change from Basic grip (dribble) to Open stick grip (lift) and then change to either
Double V grip (forehand hit)

Variation

Attacker turns left and scores with the Low backhand hit
(Go from Basic grip to Pancake grip)

Forehand Lift
Attacker dribbles around the cone and changes direction to play the lift through the next gate. Continue to
the next gate and use the backhand lift again. Attacker scores either with the Forehand hit.
Attention points

Change from Basic grip (dribble) to Open stick grip (Lift) and then change to either
Double V grip (Forehand hit)

Variation

Attacker turns left and scores with the Low backhand hit
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Moving the Ball - Passing
Push
The push is used for passing at short distance.
Before playing the push, some players move
sideways revealing the moment of passing to their
opponents. Keep running normally while playing the
push.
Dribbling with ball contact (at education level) will
enable the player to look over the ball but will also
enable the player to push the ball at any given
moment.
Pushing the ball to the right however, will require a
cross step (images right).
Grip
Basic Grip
Body
Slightly bent
Arms are free from the body
Make a cross step to rotate the shoulders
Step past the ball and move body weight to the left
foot
Stick
Stick angle 45º
Action
Follow through to the left
Ball
In front
Full contact
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Forehand Push
A pushes to B, B to C etc.
E leads to D and receives closed in the forehand
E makes a left turn with full ball contact
E scores with Forehand Hit
Attention points

Precision passing into the forehand
Receive in the direction of the next pass
Emphasize on the grip change when hitting
Make a cross step when hitting from the left foot

Variation

E turns left to hit with the backhand
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Sweep
The sweep is a passing skill used to cover more
distance than the push.
The sweep is can be played with more precision
than the long hit. The stick is swept over the pitch
and there fore the ball stays low more easily.
It is a skill that is the perfect link between the push
and the long hit.
Safety is achieved with the instruction the stick
needs to stay on the pitch
See the perfect example in the pictures
Grip
Double V Grip
Body
Body weight on the left foot
Left leg at 45º
Arms fully stretched
Stick
Almost flat
Tip of the stick stays up throughout the whole
movement
The stick makes a circle around the left foot
Action
Stick is on the pitch in the backswing
Hand close to the left foot at impact
Follow through on the pitch
Ball
In front
At stick length
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Forehand Sweep hit

A pushes to B, B to C etc. D leads back through the gate and receives from
C, F leads through the gate when receiving from E, F makes a left turn and
score with the forehand Hit

Attention points

All players receive in the direction of the next action
B receives guiding in the direction of C etc.
D and F keep moving while receiving

Variation

F turns right to hit with the low backhand

Forehand Sweep hit

A sweeps to B, C makes a contact lead and receives closed from B, C opens
to the circle and scores, Next from D, For safety reasons players stay on their

Attention points

Hard passing
Precision passing into the forehand
Eye contact before passing

Variation

C uses different types of receiving
C scores with low backhand
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Backhand Slider
The backhand slider is used to quickly pass the ball
to the right. The player slides the back of the stick
over the pitch and plays the ball with the inside edge
of the stick.
Change grip from Basic Grip to Open stick Grip by
turning the stick clockwise.
Grip
Open stick grip
Body
Low
Arms relaxed
Stick
Almost flat
Action
Back of the stick slides on the pitch
The ball is played with the inside edge of the stick
Ball
In front of the right foot
At stick length
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Backhand Slider

A dribbles away from the circle and plays with the backhand slider to B
B receives and dribbles outside
C makes a contact lead to B
B plays with the backhand slide to C
C turns to the circle and scores

Attention points

Pay attention to a proper grip change (Basic to Open)
Turn the stick clockwise!
Precision passing
B guides the ball to the left while receiving

Variation

F turns right and scores with the low backhand
Change the distance between the cones
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Low backhand
To pass a ball from left to right over a longer
distance, the low backhand is the ideal passing skill.
Players need to be able to use it from dribbling and
with both right or - preferably - with left foot in front.
The low backhand can be very useful from various
areas in the field, both as pass forward or as centre
into the circle.
Be aware of the fact that - because you hit the low
backhand always square - the pass angle is
determined by the foot position.
Grip
Pancake Grip
Body
Low
Arms stretched but relaxed
Stick
Almost flat
Action
The ball is played with the inside edge of the stick
Follow through is low!
Ball
In front of the right foot
At stick length
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Low Backhand Hit

A dribbles to the sideline
B leads outside
A passes to B with the low backhand
B receives outside in the forehand while C starts a contact lead
B plays a low backhand to C
C receives and opens to score

Attention points

Timing of the leads of B and C should not be too early
Precision passing
Play the Low backhand alternately from the left and right foot

Variation

C deflects the pass from B
Add a defender V to put pressure on C
B makes a hook lead and receives the pass on the inside (example 2)
Play into the backhand space of C (example 2)
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Moving the Ball - Goal Scoring
Forehand Push
For goal scoring the push is mostly used from short distance, as a direct push or as a rebound skill. The
push can easily played low and high. With many players around you need to keep the ball on the stick and
in those circumstances the push is ideal as scoring skill.
Grip
Basic Grip
Body
Low
Arms relaxed and free from the body
Stick
At 45º
Action
Keep the ball on the stick
Bring the bodyweight to the left foot
At rebounds have the stick low already
Ball
In full contact with the stick
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Forehand Push

A plays to B, B to C
C receives and scores with the push

Attention points

Hard and precision passing in the forehand
Control the ball in the stick before playing the push
Alternate low and high balls

Variation

Exercise goes clockwise
Change the starting position outside the circle so C pushes from
angles to the goal
Change the distance to the goal

Push rebound

different

A dribbles to the circle and shoot on the goalie. Players in the circle play a
push rebound. Next, A dribbles from B and shoots on the goalie
Rotation: A becomes rebound player and the next player in the circle takes
over the task of A

Attention points

Alternate low and high balls on the goalie
Rebound players already have their sticks ready

Safety

Rebound players stay out the line of the shot
A only plays the next ball from B when all other players are ready
Trainer can throw in another rebound ball

Variation
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Forehand Hit
The second most difficult skill in hockey is the
Forehand Hit.
Many elements can go wrong and it is to the trainers
to make sure each player is taught the Long Hit the
correct way.
The problems with the hit basically come from three
points, grip - backswing and balance.
Use the Double V grip and while shooting or passing,
players always need to be sure they are using the
correct grip for the sweep and the long hit.
Each grip change - from Basic grip for dribbling to
Double V grip for sweeping or hitting - needs to be
done consciously.
If trainers miss this point, players will face huge
problems with their skills in general and their hitting
and sweeping in particular when it comes to tactics.
Grip
Double V grip
Body
Balance on the left foot
Body weight goes down
Stick
The stick swings back first
Stick angle 40º at impact
Action
When shooting from the left foot, make a cross step
(Picture above right)
Ball
In front of the left foot

Clip 20
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Common errors
Grip
Double V grip

Backswing
The stick goes first.

The grip has not been changed properly into the V grip, with the left hand exactly
opposite the tip of the stick. Result is the stick is ’closed’ at impact,resulting in the ball
going to the left and / or will bounce.
To check this, observe the stick at the top of the backswing. The tip of the stick
should point in the direction of the pass.
When swinging back, the stick goes first and the hands will follow automatically.
Many players will move the hands back first resulting in the famous ‘loop’ in the
backswing. Because the hands are there already, there is no space for the stick to
swing back and there fore it will swing forward first.

Flying elbow

When swinging back the right elbow stays near the body. Some players will lift the
elbow together with the backswing. This is called a ‘flying elbow’. The flying elbow
will prevent your stick to swing back properly, blocking the swing and restricting the
length of the backswing.

Breaking the wrists

At the top of the backswing the left wrist is bent to lift the stick even further. This is
called ‘breaking the wrist’ and will create enormous stick head speed at impact when
the wrists unlock.

Bent arms

In the backswing, the right arms bends into the right side of the body but the left arms
stretches. Some players also bend their left arms, which will result in a poor overall
swing.

Footwork
Cross step

Balance

Swing
Follow through

To create speed the shoulders need to turn. Most ball speed comes from the upper
body rotation. So if a player has the time they need to make a cross step. Many
players are not aware of this. The cross step is made by stepping with the right foot
behind the left foot and at the same time starting the backswing. The shoulders will
turn back and the stick swings up.
As in all other sports balance is crucial in using skills. We will never be able to hit the
ball properly if there is no balance. Players should be aware of the fact that while
hitting, almost 100% of the bodyweight is transferred to the left foot. So after the
cross step we make a step with the left foot and then hit the ball. The left leg has to
be in balance with almost 100% bodyweight on it. Many players will step back or lose
their balance sideways when hitting the ball. Left leg is almost 90º at impact. Some
players immediately step back to their right foot after the hit, which reduces energy in
the ball.
The arms relax with the stick swinging to the left. Don’t point at the ball with the stick,
just swing through the ball. The right arms stretches while the left arms bends into
the left side of the body.
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Forehand Hit 1
A plays to B, B to C. C receives on the run and scores with the long hit.
Attention points

Pay attention to a proper grip change (Basic to Double V)
Make the cross step
B guides the ball to the left while receiving

Variation

Also practice shooting from the right foot
Focus on the result of each shot
Same exercise from right to left
C uses a minimal number of touches (2 - touch)

Forehand Hit 2
A passes to B. C makes a contact lead and receives from B. C makes a forehand turn and scores using the
long hit. Then B passes to A etc.
Attention points

All passes are forehand hits
Precision passing
Eye contact before passing
C shouldn’t start too early to maintain enough distance

Variation

Add a defender to put pressure on the attackers
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Low backhand Hit
The backhand hit (Tomahawk) is used to score when the ball is at the left side of the player. Players should
be able to shoot from the left foot and the right foot, so practice both. Shooting from the left foot is much
more difficult but also more difficult for defenders and goalies to read. The stick goes back first, the hands
follow automatically. Many players move the hands back first resulting in the well known ‘loop’ of the stick.
In the downswing the hands go down first and the stick follows.
Grip
Pancake Grip
Body
Low
Arms relaxed and free from the body
Stick
Almost flat at impact
Action
The ball is played with the inside edge
of the stick
The follow through is low and to the right
of the body
Ball
In front of the right foot
At stick length

Clip 21
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Low backhand Hit
A leads towards the circle and receives a pass prom B
A dribbles into the circle and scores with the low backhand
A continues across the top of the circle and receives
A second ball from C
A scores with the low backhand
Rotation: A - C - B - A
Attention points

Pay attention to a proper grip change (Basic to Pancake)
Take time to prepare the hit
Eye contact before passing

Variation

Practice shooting from the right foot or the left foot
A uses a minimal number of touches (2 - touch)
Practice from different angles around the circle, for instance start more from the right
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Keeping the Ball - Receiving
Forehand
Always remember that the quality of receiving is influenced by the quality of the pass. So if the pass is
good, the reception will be easier. Have the stick low before the moment of receiving and let the ball roll into
the stick. While receiving the ball try to reduce the number of touches for control.
Practice from the start to receive into the direction of the next action.
This requires pre scanning of the game situation around you.
Grip
Basic Grip
Body
Arms relaxed and free from the body
Stay low
Stick
45º
Action
Have the stick low before receiving
Eyes on the ball
Cover the ball to avoid it to bounce up
Ball
Near the right foot

Clip 22
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Forehand receiving (open)
A pushes to B and B to C. D starts a forward lead to the circle and receives from C. D scores
Attention points

Eye contact before the pass
D keeps moving while receiving
Change the grip from Basic to Double V when scoring

Variation

Change the starting position of D (E or F)
Play bouncing passes

Increase the intensity

Next ball from A starts after the pass from C
Next ball from A starts when C receives

Forehand receiving (closed)
A plays to B, B to C and C to D.D receives closed in de forehand. D makes left turn and plays to E. E
receives closed and makes a left turn to score
Attention points

Precision passing from forehand to forehand
Receive while leading towards the ball
Keep moving while receiving
Eye contact before passing

Variation

D and E turn left or right
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Backhand
Receiving upright allows the player to keep playing and keep the speed in the game as the body position
for receiving and dribbling are similar. Receiving with a low backhand will slow the player down forcing him
to lower the body position. Be aware that outside receiving in the backhand will restrict the overview over
the game situation. The advantage is that an outside pass is very difficult to intercept and also the receiver
can keep his body between opponent and ball and therefore protect the ball.
Grip
Basic Grip
Body
Arms relaxed and free from the body
Body in basic position
Stick
60º
Action
Have the stick low before receiving
Eyes on the ball
Cover the ball to avoid it to bounce up
Ball
Near the right foot

Clip 23
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Backhand receiving
Pass from the right. A pushes to B. C leads towards the circle and receives the pass from B in the backhand.
C continues around the gate on the circle and scores
Attention points

Eye contact before the pass
C keeps moving while receiving
Change the grip from Basic to Double V when scoring
Have the stick low before receiving

Variation

C starts from different positions (D or E)
This will change the angle of the pass and receiving

Backhand receiving
Outside. A pushes to B. C leads outside and receives the pass from B in the backhand. D makes a contact
lead to C, D receives and scores
Attention points

Eye contact before the pass
C and D keep moving while receiving
Change the grip from Basic to Double V when scoring
Have the stick low before receiving

Variation

Add a defender (V) for pressure on D
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Getting the ball - Tackling
Block tackle
A block tackle can be played in several ways. The biggest difference is one- or double handed. A block
tackle is very effective for closing a player down or to protect the feet in the circle. Be sure to have a
diagonal stance to enable your self to pick up a running player.
Always start defending a 1V1 using a neutral stick position (stick blade open - open stick grip). Then switch
to one handed backhand or forehand or double handed forehand by turning the stick with the right hand.
Always focus on the proper stick position.
Grip
From Open stick grip to Basic Grip
Body
Stay low, eyes on the ball
Stick
Low at 25º
Place square on the ball line
Action
Close the player down by decreasing
the available space Beware of going to
soon to leave forehand space open or
to late to leave backhand space open
Tight grip to block and win the ball
Ball
Halfway the lower part of the stick
Therefore the stick must be low

Clip 24
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Block tackle
A plays to B. C closes B down and wins the ball with a forehand block tackle
Attention points

C squeezes B towards the backline
Inside the circle stay low and protect the feet
B searches for space through the backhand of C
Defender channel position is slightly behind the attacker

Variation

After the pass, A puts pressure on B to develop a feeling of
‘double teaming’ for C
B searches for a PC
After C wins the ball he can score with pressure of B
(1 turnover only)

A fine example of a 1-hand block tackle by Rupinder
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Jab
A jab can keep the pressure on the attacker. Be sure to have your stick in the neutral position (stick face
open) and in sight of the attacker. Use a fake jab to put the attacker under pressure and force him into
making a mistake.
Start from double handed grip (left elbow bent to be able to quickly jab) to one handed grip when jabbing
and then go back to double handed grip.
Stay at jab distance (stick length and one step) from the attack to avoid him to beat you underneath.
Always make sure you can step back and use a second tackle to win the ball.
Body position is slightly behind the attacker.
The disadvantage of the jab tackle obviously is that the defender will not gain possession but merely tries
to slow down the attack or jab the ball away from the attacker.
Grip
Open stick Grip
Body
Low and mobile, footwork on the forefoot
Arms relaxed and free from the body
Eyes on the ball
Stick
60º
Action
Use fake jabs to stress the attacker
Be sure to have enough space to step back
and win the ball in the second tackle

Clip 25
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Jab tackle
A plays to B. A start to put pressure on B with the jab tackle and tries to dispossess the attacker
Attention points

Use fake jabs to put pressure on the attacker
Be careful not to open inside space over your backhand, but keep the
attacker outside
After jabbing go back to 2 handed grip again

Variation

Start from the other side through the zone
Jab tackle now is from the left side of the attacker

Jab tackle
A plays to B. A start to put pressure on B with the jab tackle and tries to dispossess the attacker. C joins the
attack to play a 2V2 to the goal.
Attention points

Keep the attacker outside the hotline
Use fake jabs and go back to double handed grip

Variation

Change the starting positions, for example start closer to the back line
Practice on the other side of the pitch
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Steal (right side of the attacker)
The steal is used mostly in tackle back situations. The defender is slightly behind the attacker and the
defender tries to ‘steal’ the ball away. The defender starts with the stick in the neutral position, the stick
face is open. The ball is then pulled away by bringing the stick over or under the stick of the attacker.
The defender will bring the stick from double-handed grip to one-handed grip and then turns the stick
clockwise in order to turn the tip of the stick down.
Grip
From double handed Open stick grip to one
handed grip
Body
Low
Move with the attacker
If necessary apply body pressure
Stick
Over or underneath the opponents stick
Action
Turn the stick with the left wrist to point
the tip down
Find ball contact
Then pull the ball away from the attacker

Clip 26
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Steal (from the right)
A plays to B. A start to put pressure on B with the jab tackle and tries to dispossess B with the steal
Attention points

Use fake jabs to put pressure on the attacker
Be careful not to open inside space over your backhand, but keep the
attacker outside
After jabbing go back to 2 handed grip again
Turn the wrist to point the stick down for playing the steal

Variation

After A wins the ball, A and B play a turnover to the 25y line

Steal (from the left)
A plays to B, B to C. A sprints back and puts pressure on C who dribbles to the 25y line. A puts pressure
on C with the jab and tries to win the ball with the steal. C wins the ball and (turnover) and scores
Attention points

In the learning phase C allow A to get the ball
A puts full pressure on C
Don’t allow C to cut inside

Variation

After A wins the ball, A plays 1V1 against B with tackle back of C
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4. Individual Tactical Skills
The FIH Player education path is:
Individual technical skills - Individual tactical skills - Team tactics - Top tactics
Before going into team tactics players need to understand the principles of individual tactical skills as part
of the individual education program. Individual tactics start with the choices a player makes. Coaches and
players should not go into team tactics before being fully aware of these individual choices.
There are four phases in the game:
1
2
3
4

Ball possession
Losing the ball (turnover)
Defence
Winning the ball back (turnover)

Possession
We need to realize that in possession there is one ball carrier only and the other (supporting) players of
the team in possession.
The other players of the team in possession need to focus on off the ball skills such as leading and
creating space. So in possession basically we talk about the ball carrier and the support players.

Turnovers
Turnovers force players to quickly change from their offensive tasks to their defensive tasks and vice
versa.

Defence
Also in defence there is one player engaging the defensive 1V1 and the other players of the defensive
team providing support.
This chapter explains the ‘15 Principles’ of individual tactical skills.
Individual tactics can be divided in two groups: possession and non-possession
We need to realize, in possession there is 1 on the ball player and 9 support players, just as in defence
there is 1 player engaging the 1V1 and also 9 support players.
How do all these players connect to one another? What is their attitude towards each other? What are
their intention and thus what are their choices?
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Tactics - Possession
The most important element in the game we need to teach our players is learning to choose.
Learn to choose is the basis of every players behaviour.
By making mistakes and learning from them they build experience and develop their intuitive game. Giving
your players the freedom to choose of course will lead to many mistakes, but will also develop their
creativity and their ability to deal with complex situations they will face later on.
The player on the ball of the team in possession (and their coach!) needs to remember he has three
options:

Principle 1: Free space
A player on the ball always needs to be aware
where the free space is. To run into free space
creates time and avoids going into risky 1V1
situations. The more time a player has the
bigger the chance they will be able to - for
example - deliver a proper pass. The more
pressure the lesser the chance of a proper
next action.

Defenders will need to adapt their position in relation to the choices of the ball carrier, which will result in
destabilizing the opponents’ defensive structure.
The ability to move into every desired direction
is a basic skill each players should possess.
This ability to change direction (running in
angles - turn - reverse) implies the ability to
quickly use the backhand. The basis of a quick
backhand lies in a quick left wrist. The only way
to develop a quick left wrist is to turn the stick
using one grip only (no ‘re-gripping’).
In other words, quickly changing direction starts
with a proper grip.

Player using the forehand reverse to avoid pressure and
move into free space

Clip 27
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Principle 2: Play the 1V1
Young players, especially at the education stage, should be encouraged to engage the 1V1. They need to
keep challenging their opponents and learn ways to beat them. Especially attackers should be able to make
their opponents nervous. Also, winning a 1V1 creates an extra player. Engaging a 1V1 will attract the
defender and will create space in other areas around and behind the defender.
Support players will need to learn to occupy this space in order to give the ball carrier options.

Clip 28

Principle 3 : Play the ball - Pass
The biggest mistake coaches (and parents) can make is to force their players to pass. Passing is just one
of the three options for a player on the ball. Instead we should coach players to make good decisions.
Passing is a good option, but just as good as engaging a 1V1 or moving into free space (drifting).
Many players that have been coached to pass the ball even choose to pass if there is no passing option,
and then complain about the fact ‘there was nobody available’. If there is no pass option then don’t pass. It
is the responsibility of the team mates to provide those options, so coach them instead of the player on the
ball. For a player to be able to pass the ball you need other players to be ready to receive it.

Clip 29
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All three options are good.
Because, if they turn out to be not the best choice, that’s the moment players will learn. We learn most of
the games we loose.
The choices depend on the position of the teammates and the positions of the opponents.
Coaches in general start coaching on team tactics too soon. Forcing players to play as a team and pass the
ball. During 3- or 6-a-side games you often hear parents shout, “pass the ball” and after the game everyone
is happy about the way they played together as a team (“they played so well together”). In the end all we
develop is insecure players that have only learned to pass the ball and never learned to keep the ball,
control the situation and take decisions themselves.
Learning to control possession, feel comfortable on the ball, protect the ball and be creative under pressure
are far more important elements players need to learn than to just pass.
This means we not only have to look at the player on the ball, but as important, his teammates around the
ball. They all need to find a way to make them available to the ball carrier.
The choices the ball carrier has are based upon the tactical situation: the positions of the teammates, the
positions of the opponents and the position in the field.
A - Player on the ball: Ball carrier
B - Player behind A: Guard players
C - Player next to A: Support players
D + E - Players in front of A: Target players

If team mates want to give A an option they need to consider three things:
1
2
3

Am I available in an open pass line?
Can I receive the ball in the forehand?
Am I immediately under pressure?

These three principles are the start of team tactical behaviour. We can easily show player the various
options and make players aware of the choices they make as support players anywhere in the field.
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So, the following 3 principles apply to players without the ball for the team in possession.

Principle 4 : Open pass line
Players should learn not to pass ‘through’ an opponent. Open passing lines are safe and will keep the
speed in your game.
A has several options:
B, C, D and E are all available
in open passing lines.
If defenders move to cover those
open lines, then the support players
also need to move to a different
position to be available again.
This is a continuous process.
When players change positions open passing lines change, time and space will change, the amounts of
pressure and risk change. Players need to develop their vision and communication in order to organize
offense or defence.
B is available for A, open passing
line, forehand passing and no
pressure (from C) when receiving,
but in front of the defensive line of C.

If C is more inside, B can even move
up and still keep the open passing
line, while receiving the pass behind
(!) the defensive line of C.

Clip 30
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If C is more outside, then the same passing line
is under pressure

The pass angle changes when A moves outside and
resulting in the position of B (behind C) to be
available again.

This works the other way too!
Player A should anticipate on movement of the
opponent. The more C is outside the more A should
go out himself. A guard player should always be
available.

Open passing lines into the midfield.
B, C, D and E can find better positions to lead for the
ball since all passes now are very risky and can be
intercepted. Again, simple forehand-to-forehand
passing and little pressure when receiving.
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Leads
Behind the ball carrier: the guard
C receives from A
B takes in the guard position
A narrows the pitch and provides counter
control
D supports in the midfield to offer the
transfer option and also provides counter
Control

Clip 31
Next to the ball carrier: the support player
A receives from C and plays to E
E has several options to transfer the ball:
Of course back to F or B (guard positions),
or wide to G or D. First choice for E
however is find a way to play deep to H.

Clip 32
In Front of the ball carrier: the target player
B receives from A and has different options
in front of him:
- C makes a contact lead toward B and
receives closed (with the back to the
opponent’s goal).
- D makes a hook lead and receives inside
and open (facing the opponent’s goal)
- E moves up line over line and receives
open.
- F moves into deep zone and receives
half open

Clip 33
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Most players make a mistake in leading
away from the ball in a straight line which
makes is very difficult for the player in
possession to reach that player.

Players may also want to lead for an
outside pass. The receiver will have the
ball outside and in the backhand (or
outside forehand at the opposite side).
Receiving outside in the backhand is
difficult and will often result in loss of
possession.
After receiving they will also have just a
limited view over the pitch.

A hook lead will allow the player without
ball to receive in the forehand with full view
over the pitch.
The key in hook leads is to run across the
passing line while continuing the forward
sprint.
The inside space will then allow the
attacker to receive the ball facing the goal
and with much more pressure than in the
case of an outside ball.

Clip 34

Hook lead with run through the passing line and receiving inside with full view over the pitch
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Principle 5: Forehand to Forehand
Encourage players to play from forehand to forehand. Outside backhand passes too often lead to loss of
possession. Players should learn to lead in such way they can receive in the forehand (see for instance
hook lead on the previous page).
Precision passing is an element in training that should get focus from the very start.
A plays to B
B has several options:
A moves in the guard position and can
receive the ball back from B in the
forehand.
C leads into the space behind window 1
and can receive the ball in the forehand
D makes a contact lead and can receive
the ball closed and in the forehand
Obviously players nee to learn to receive in both forehand and backhand, but life on the pitch can be so
much more pleasant if we focus on precision forehand passing.
Passing from right to left also requires
precision passing. Instead of playing
in the frontal space of B (blue arrow)
A should play the ball into the feet (red
Arrow)
B will be stronger and the passing line
is out of the reach of the defender
Also, if the defender closes the space
on the sideline, B can immediately cut
inside on the forehand.

Obviously we will need to look the different aspects of stick to stick and stick to space passing.
Recognizing free space and precision passing need to be developed for this. The less controls a receiver
needs the more time he has and the more speed he can keep in the game.
Quality receiving starts with quality passing.

Clip 35
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Principle 6: Player pressure
When leading be sure not to be under pressure when receiving.
Players should look around them and anticipate the moment they will receive the ball. Is there an open
passing line can I receive in the forehand and am I not under immediate pressure? Many teams will wait
with pressure until the ball is in play (running press). So support players should anticipate this sudden
change of the tactical situation.
Defenders will give away space but will move up so when the ball is in play. This can result in certain
players no longer being available if they don’t anticipate in time.
A passes to B
Obviously option 1 will create time and
space for A, while option 2 will get him
under immediate pressure of V2.

A passes to B
V1 engages the 1V1 while V2 closes the
space for A
When A does not adapt his position the
pass back (1) from B will be under
pressure
After his pass, A should anticipate
pressure from V2 and move back
behind B to be available for pass 2

Clip 36
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Tactics - Defence
Team defence starts with individual defence. All players need to be able to understand the requirements for
the defensive 1 versus 1 (1V1). We know there is an average percentage of possession in the game of
around 50%. The other 50% we defend.
So, if the game has this balance, does your training also have this balance?
All players must understand the four defensive principles…
- Basic task
- Ball line
- Triangle defence
- Hot line
… in order to be able to use the different individual defensive options:
- Interception
- 1V1
- Channelling
- Tackle back
- Line back
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Individual defensive principles
Principle 7: Basic task (first defensive task)
Each players’ basic task is based on man-to-zonal marking and - in this example a 4 - 3 - 3 - the system the
team plays during the whole game or parts of the game.

Forwards
Right forward A is responsible for left back 1
Centre forward B is responsible for central defenders 2 and 3
Left forward C is responsible for right back 4

Clip 37

Midfield
Right midfielder D is responsible for left midfielder 7
Centre midfielder E is responsible for central midfielder 6
Left midfielder F is responsible for right midfielder 5
Defenders
Right back G is responsible for left forward 9
Central defender H is responsible for centre forward 10
Left back I is responsible for right forward 8
-

J is free defender or ‘sweeper’.

The free defender assists the midfield and defensive line in ‘double teaming’, taking over tasks of beaten
players and moving up in defensive 3 - 4 - 3. The sweeper, together with the goalkeeper, is responsible for
the communication and organization of the defensive.
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Principle 8 : Ball line

The ball line is an imaginary line through the ball form sideline to sideline.
Players should be aware and relate their defensive task to the ball line. A is the ball carrier. Forwards 1, 2
and 3 are behind the ball line (green line) in their first defensive task.
If A is able to reach B, the ball line changes (blue line). On this moment forwards 1, 2 and 3 are in front of
the ball line defending only the pass back to A or one of the other defenders.
If A is able to reach C, suddenly also midfielders 4, 5 and 6 are in front of the ball line (the white centre
line).
Players should be aware if their first defensive task is still relevant.

Clip 38
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From first to second defensive task.

The above situation shows A (ball line = green line) passing to B and opponents 1 and 2 being in front of
the ball (ball line now = blue line). Their respective first tasks (1 responsible for A and 2 responsible for C)
become irrelevant because they are no in front of the ball line. This means they can now support their
teammate 3 and help to defend on B who is now the ball carrier.
Their first defensive task has changed into a second defensive task: in this example, line back defence.
Of course, if for instance C moves up along the sideline to provide an option for B, defender 1 needs to be
aware of this and decide to either stay with C or support defender 3 and keep C in a more zonal defence
position.
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Principle 9: Triangle defence
Triangle defence is based upon man to zonal marking on different areas in the pitch. Use triangle defence so
you can see both your opponent and the ball carrier. It has many advantages:
The defender:
- is closer to his own goal
- is closer to the ball
- sees both his own opponent as well as the ball carrier
- can anticipate on and defend an opponent moving inside
- can help other defenders
- restrict the available space
A is in possession
Teammates B C and D are available
V1 defends B on the side where the ball is: the ball side
V2 and V3 defend C and D on the other side: the help side
Defenders take position in a defensive triangle:
- Face in the direction of the passing line so they can both watch the ball carrier and their direct opponent.
- V1 and V2 are able to intercept the ball where V3 takes a more zonal position to be able to also defend his
inside (backhand side - pass to C).
- V2 and V3 are decreasing the available space for the attacking team by taking up positions well inside their
opponents. This enables them to help the ball side defence whenever needed.
- Together, the defenders block the centre area of the field.
Obviously the triangles change whenever the ball is transferred.
Always look for the balance between covering your opponent and your inside space.

Clip 39
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Principle 10: Hot line
The hot line is the shortest line to the goal.
Defenders take position inside the hotline to keep their opponent outside. We defend the centre of the field
first.
V1 defends at the inside of the hotline from A, V2 the same with B and V3 the same with C.

The four principles above are the basis for individual and team defence.
Below the different defensive options are explained. Each player should be trained and aware on these
principles and options to become a good individual defender and be able to make a contribution to the
team defensive organization.

Clip 40
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Individual defensive options
Principle 11: Interception
Clip 41

The first defensive option is the interception.

Defenders can avoid a lot of trouble if they are able to get the ball before their opponent does. This should
always be the first defensive option. In many defensive situations it is not possible to intercept the ball but
still there are many occasions to intercept that are unused.
A passes to B. V1 is on the help side and positioned in the defensive triangle and intercepts the pass
before it reaches B. V2 is on the ball side and positioned in a flat defensive triangle and intercepts the pass
before it reaches C.

There is a great advantage to create a turnover situation by intercepting the ball. Intercepting the ball will
result in a dynamic turnover and all attackers will be in offensive positions, which gives the defensive team
a great opportunity to counter attack. Interception can be used by support players in combination with
pressure by the forwards:
V1 puts pressure on B, allowing V2 to intercept the pass to C
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Principle 12: 1V1 defence
If there is no possibility to intercept the pass and the opponent receives the ball, then the defenders will
engage the defensive 1V1. This can either be frontal or channelling the opponent into a less dangerous
area.
The position for playing a frontal press is based upon the principles of individual defence, ball line - hotline basic task - second task and triangle defence.
Players need to spend many training hours to understand these principles and develop defensive intuition.
When your direct opponent gets the ball, the way you engage the 1V1 depends on his and your own
position. Players need to recognize these situations and learn to choose the right way to engage the 1V1.
Green line = ball line - Red line = hotline - Blue line = orientation of defender to the ball carrier
- V1 is well behind the ball line and
can engage a frontal 1V1 against B.
- V1 looks to keep B outside and
win the ball
- V1 needs to be positioned to play
the 1V1 at both backhand and
forehand side
- V1 engages the 1V1 closing the
backhand and then hold the stick in
the neutral grip to be able to jab,
shave or steal the ball.
- Always keep chasing the ball until you win the ball back or the opponent passes the ball

Clip 42
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Principle 13: Channelling
V1 is positioned around the ball line and will be too
late for the frontal 1V1.
The next option is to channel the opponent to press
him into less dangerous space, or into the defensive
space of a second defender (‘double teaming’ or
‘double defence’)
The photo sequence shows the ENG defender
stepping through the hotline (yellow line) in order to
channel the PAK attacker to the forehand side.
Footwork aimed at engaging in a diagonal stance to
be able to pick up the speed of the attacker.
Press the attacker outside and engage with neutral
grip to be able to put pressure on the ball with the jab
tackle.

Clip 43
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Principle 14: Tackle back
If there is no possibility
- A is in front of the ball line and will choose to
tackle back on his direct opponent, or if this is
not his direct opponent, he can choose for line
back defence

The photo sequence shows the AUS player
tackling back on the NED player on the
sideline.
The AUS player is well in front of the ball line.
The AUS player is closing the NED player down
to the sideline and wins the ball back with a
backhand shave.

Clip 45
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Principle 15: Line back
Orange player moves up the field
AUS 1 steps off his direct opponent to take up
his second task and assist the midfield. AUS 2
defends man-to zonal on NED midfielder on
centerline. AUS 3 steps inside to put pressure on
ball carrier (good choice?).
AUS 1 keeps pressure in NED midfielder with
AUS 3 assisting, but NED left midfielder is
reached on the sideline. AUS 2 falls back as
soon the ball carrier becomes more important
than his direct opponent.

AUS 2 tackles back on NED 2 (!)

AUS 2 blocks the centre of NED 2…

2

.. and wins the ball back (…!)
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Communication
An important element to teach our players to become a better team player is to communicate with each
other.
The 15 principles of individual tactical skills will make clear to the players where they need to focus for
instance when engaging a 1V1 defence. The moment they make a rush tackle and end up in front of the
ball line or outside the hotline they know what to do better next time.
Once there is structure, things become more clear and are easier to recognize, not only for the player
himself but also for his teammates. Mistakes can be recognized and repaired and good actions can be
complimented.
A clear structure will lead to clear communication.
If every player understands the requirements in the defensive 1V1 it becomes easier to communicate with
your teammates because everyone will recognize the individual and team technical and tactical tasks.
If everyone understands the requirements in (precision) passing and receiving, mistakes will be recognized
immediately and players will challenge each other to bring the individual players and therefore the team to
the next level.
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Appendix 1: Video Clip List
5

CLIP 1 - Basic Grip - V Drag ARG
Notice the use of the basic grip and the position of the right index finger on the stick

7

CLIP 2 - Double V Grip - Passing - Sweep - FH sweep CHN
Double V Grip - stick on the pitch - low follow through - balance - left leg 45º

8

CLIP 3 - One handed Grip - Dribbling - One Hand - BH 1 HAND GER
Notice the backhand control in the 1V1 - Then 1 hand BH continues

9

CLIP 4 - One handed Grip - Defending - FH 1 Hand Block - AUS
Defender first presses Van As inside and then wins the ball with a One hand FH block

10

CLIP 5 - One handed Grip - Defending - Jab tackle - AUS
From double handed open grip to one handed Jab tackle

11

CLIP 6 - Open stick Grip - Passing - BH Slide NED
Open stick grip - stick stays on the pitch

12

CLIP 7 - Pancake grip - Goal scoring - BH Low BEL
Notice how space is created while receiving - Low backhand from the left foot
Grip shift from Basic to pancake grip

16

CLIP 8 - Grip change - One hand > Open Grip > V Grip AUS
Notice grip management - Quick change of grips for different skills

19

CLIP 9 - Moving with the ball - FH Full contact dribble NED
Basic Grip - Full contact - Vision

22

CLIP 10 - Moving with the ball - Indian Dribble ARG
Basic Grip - no re-gripping - control with stick close to the ball

25

CLIP 11 - Moving with the ball - BH 1 Handed dribble KOR
V Grip - shielding the ball with the body

27

CLIP 12 - Moving with the ball - FH Reverse PAK
Under pressure - fake run to the left and reverse to the right

29

CLIP 13 - 1V1 - FH Drag MAL
Fake through the BH and FH drag - Grip management for FH hit: Basic to Double V Grip

32

CLIP 14 - 1V1 - BH Lift NED
Followed by a Low BH shot - Grip management: Basic to Pancake grip

34

CLIP 15 - Passing - FH Push BEL
Footwork: Notice the use of the cross step - ball contact
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36

CLIP 16 - Passing - FH Sweep HIT ARG
Footwork: Notice

38

CLIP 17 - Passing - BH Slide NED
Open stick grip - Stick stays on the ground

40

CLIP 18 - Passing - BH low Hit GER
Pancake grip - low follow through

42

CLIP 19 - Scoring - FH Push KOR
Basic grip - tight index finger on the stick

44

CLIP 20 - Scoring - FH Hit AUS
(Short) Double V Grip - balance on the left foot

47

CLIP 21 - Scoring - BH low Hit
Pancake Grip - low follow through - left foot in front

49

CLIP 22 - Receiving - FH
Basic Grip FH - FH TO FH - Note the right index finger alongside the stick Flanagan

51

CLIP 23 - Receiving - Outside BH PAK
Basic grip: left hand turns the stick - Cover the ball: let the ball roll past the feet

53

CLIP 24 - Defence - FH Double handed Block IND
Basic grip - Channel the attacker outside

55

CLIP 25 - Defence - BH Jab and various Defensive skills BEL + GER
One handed open stick grip - Grip management: From 2 handed to 1 handed

57

CLIP 26 - Defence - BH Steal AUS
Grip management: From 2 handed to 1 handed - Left wrist turns the tip down

60

CLIP 27 - Principle 1 - Move into free space BEL
Player moving past defenders using free space - Vision!

61

CLIP 28 - Principle 2 - Play 1V1 ARG
Player engaging 1V1 and scoring an amazing goal
CLIP 29 - Principle 3 - Passing game GER
Players play FH to FH - Note the different fakes before passing

63

CLIP 30 - Principle 4 - Open pass line GER
Playing FH to FH - Precision passing

65

CLIP 31 - Leads - Guard SAF
Player looking for space and using the Guard position to play the ball back
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CLIP 32 - Leads - Support player AUS
Player supporting and becoming the ‘third’ player anticipating the second pass
CLIP 33 - Leads - Contact Lead GER Goal
Playing FH to FH - Precision passing - Half open receiving
66

CLIP 34 - Leads - FH Hook lead NED
Player running ‘through’ the passing in order to receive the ball inside in the FH

67

CLIP 35 - Principle 5 - FH to FH BEL
Keep it simple by passing from FH to FH

68

CLIP 36 - Principle 6 - Player pressure (error) GER
Players should always be aware of time and space around them

70

CLIP 37 - Principle 7 - Basic task (first defensive task) PAK (error)
Who is my direct opponent?

71

CLIP 38 - Principle 8 - Ball line ARG
After losing the ball all players move back behind the ball line to reorganize defence

73

CLIP 39 - Principle 9 - Triangle defence NED
Every player defends their opponent in a defensive triangle

74

CLIP 40 - Principle 10 - Hot line NED
Note all the defensive players stay inside the hot line

75

CLIP 41 - Principle 11 - Option 1: Interception NED
Nice example of sliding 1 handed Interception

76

CLIP 42 - Principle 12 - 1V1 defence GER
Defender chases the attacker after he receives the ball and wins back

77

CLIP 43 - Principle 13 - Channelling BH SAF
Defender keeps the attacker outside - using fake jabs to put attacker under pressure

78

CLIP 44 - Principle 14 - Tackle back AUS
Immediate turnover by AUS from attack to defence - the ‘dirty meters’

79

CLIP 45 - Principle 15 - Line back NED
Note how NED centre forward (Lammers) is helping defence and after the turnover scores
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Notes
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Notes
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Notes
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Contact and Support
FIH Hockey Academy
Rue du Valentin 61
CH-1004 Lausanne
Switzerland

Telephone: +41 21 641 06 06
Fax: +41 21 641 06 07
Email: hockeyacademy@fih.ch

